African Economic Research Consortium eLibrary
Use Policy
AERC’s eLibrary has been created to support the learning and research of its users. Whether
research is conducted in a controlled environment or through the open Internet, these
managed resources must be protected and their research used appropriately, according to
international and national laws as well as professional ethics. This policy will be periodically
reviewed by AERC and updated as necessary.
Users of AERC’s eLibrary must continuously abide by the following principles:
•

•

Research use must not threaten the inherent value of other resources, nor interfere
with service commitments or with development activities; research use will be
suspended immediately upon request from the librarian if there is evidence of such
interference.
Sources must be appropriately cited. Attributions to the source of research (AERC,
researchers, etc.) must be made in any publications or presentations.

Because of the openness of the Internet, AERC may choose to limit sharing some types of data
when researchers propose using what may be the intellectual property of the organization.
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Terms of Use
Copyright Statement


Items in the AERC eLibrary are protected by copyright laws, with all rights reserved,
unless otherwise indicated.



The contents of the AERC eLibrary are made publicly available by our contributing
partners for use in research, teaching, and private study.



Although the nature of archival and manuscript collections sometimes makes it difficult
to determine the copyright status of an item, it is your responsibility to use it according
to all applicable terms.

Conditions of Use
By using the digital images, texts, data sets, audio and video recordings, and any other
materials in the eLibrary, you agree to follow these conditions of use:


Responsibility for any use of these materials rests exclusively with the user.



Some materials in these collections may be protected by the Kenya Copyright Law (Cap
130, 2014 revised edition) In addition, the reproduction of some materials may be
restricted by terms of purchase agreements, donor restrictions, privacy and publicity
rights, licensing and trademarks. Transmission or reproduction of materials protected
by copyright beyond that allowed by copyright law requires the written permission of
the copyright owners.



When using items from AERC’s eLibrary, please give proper credit to the contributing
partner and the African Economic Research Consortium.

Access


Due to licensing agreements and/or other policies, some materials in the eLibrary are
available only to AERC early career researchers. Depending upon the degree of
restriction, one may need to log in to view the restricted item. In very rare instances the
restriction may require use within the physical library building located at the Kenya
School of Monetary Studies in Nairobi.

Privacy


Usernames and passwords are not to be shared.
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